
Halloween Boo Ornament 
© 2014 Betty Bowers 

Palette: Deco Art Americana Acrylic 
Black, Lt Buttermilk, Persimmon, Camel, Desert Sand, 
Bittersweet Chocolate. 

Brushes: 
BRSH002 Dome Brush Set: Creative Arts Lifestyles 
The Artist’s Club: 
Papillon (20130) # 4 Shader 
               (20144) Liner 
               (20111) ½” Angular Shader 

Wood Ornament: Betty Bowers  
www.bettybowersdownhome.com  803-2865505 

Additional Supplies: 
Basic painting supplies, tracing paper, stylus, dot stencil, 
cord for hanging, Optional: letter stencil. 

Wood cutting: cut ornament from 1/8” wood.  
Drill hole for hanging. 

Basecoat as follows: 
Camel: top 
Desert Sand: middle 
Persimmon: bottom 

Stencil the dot on the top with Persimmon. 
On the bottom with Camel. 
Paint letters with Bittersweet Chocolate. 
Shade around the edge with Bittersweet Chocolate. 
Paint stitching with Black. Let dry. 
Dry brush a little Lt Buttermilk to highlight (see photo). 

Finishing: hand with cord and spray with sealer. 

Copyright 2014, Betty Bowers
All rights reserved under Pan American and international copyright conventions.  Photocopying or any type of mechanical electronic reproduction of any part of 
this pattern packet or the designs herein are prohibited, except purchaser may mechanically/electronically enlarge or reduce patterns for their personal use.   If 
this pattern packet is purchased as an e-Pattern or CD, you may not re-sell the pdf file, nor make copies of the pdf files for re-sale or to give away.  The projects 
created from the patterns in this pattern packet may be personally painted by purchaser for fun or for sale (i.e., at local craft shows, on internet auctions such as 
eBay, and on their own websites or photo sites), although if shown on the internet I do ask that you please give me credit for the design in your description.   The 
designs cannot be used to create web graphics.  The product created from or any derivative product made from the designs in this pattern packet cannot be mass 
produced in any form without a licensing agreement from Sharon Chinn. 

Note to Teachers/Shop Owners…You may not teach this design or your adaptation of it unless a pattern is purchased for each student.  I will be happy to sell 
patterns (print or digital) for each student at a wholesale discount so they can be included with the class supplies at a nominal cost. 

Disclaimer: The information in this pattern packet is presented to you in good faith. Since the author/designer has no control over the physical conditions 
surrounding the application of information presented, I cannot guarantee results, nor will I be liable for any charges against the user for claims of copyright or 
patent infringement. Please note that with printing differences it is difficult to match the images in this pattern packet to the original pieces, although every effort 
has been made to do so.  Therefore, your finished project may look a little different in color than the images in this pattern packet.  The colors used in the project 
instructions are the ones used by me


